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Abstract
A Henstock type integral is defined on compact subsets of a locally compact zero-dimensional abelian
group. This integral is applied to obtain an inversion formula for the multiplicative integral transform.
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1. Introduction
In the classical trigonometrical case it is known (see [7]) that if the integral
∞∫
−∞
a(x)eixy dx,
where a(x) is locally summable, converges everywhere to a function f (y) which is finite and
locally summable, then the function a(x) can be recovered by the following inversion formula:
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h→∞
1
2π
h∫
−h
f (y)e−ixy dy for almost all x
(here by (C,1)-limit of a function φ(h) defined on (0,∞), as h → ∞, we mean
limh→∞ h−1
∫ h
0 φ(t) dt).
In this paper we consider a similar problem for the case in which the real line is replaced
by a locally compact zero-dimensional abelian group and the kernel of the corresponding inte-
gral transform is defined by characters of this group. Transforms of this kind are usually called
multiplicative transforms (see [1,3]).
To obtain an inversion formula for such a transform, we introduce a Henstock type integral on
compact subsets of a locally compact zero-dimensional abelian group.
The problem we consider here is in fact a generalization of that of recovering the coefficients
of a convergent series with respect to characters of compact zero-dimensional abelian group
which was considered in [6]. A particular case of this problem related to some special class of
zero-dimensional groups was considered in [4,5].
2. Preliminaries
Consider a locally compact zero-dimensional abelian group G which satisfies the second
countability axiom. We suppose also that the group G is periodic. It is known (see [1]) that a
topology in such a group can be given by a chain of subgroups
· · · ⊃ G−n ⊃ · · · ⊃ G−2 ⊃ G−1 ⊃ G0 ⊃ G1 ⊃ G2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Gn ⊃ · · ·
with G =⋃+∞n=−∞ Gn and {0} =⋂+∞n=−∞ Gn. The subgroups Gn are clopen sets with respect to
this topology. As G is periodic the factor group Gn/Gn+1 is finite for each n and this implies that
Gn is compact. Let pn+1 be the order of Gn/Gn+1 if n 0 and p−n the order of G−n/G−n+1
if n 1. We can suppose that all pn are prime numbers. So the group G defines a sequence
P = {pj }+∞j=−∞, j =0. (1)
We consider also the reverse sequence
P ′ = {p′j}+∞j=−∞, j =0 (2)
where p′j = p−j for j ∈ Z \ {0}. Moreover we set m0 = 1, mj =
∏j
s=1 ps , m−j =
∏−j
s=−1 ps .
Picking up one element gn ∈ Gn−1\Gn for each n ∈ N and gn ∈ Gn\Gn+1 for each n ∈ −N
we can represent any element g ∈ G in the form (see [1]):
g =
+∞∑
s=−k(g), s =0
asgs =
−1∑
s=−k(g)
asgs +
+∞∑
s=1
asgs := [g] + {g} (3)
where 0  as  ps − 1 for s ∈ Z \ {0}. The convergence of the series above is understood with
respect to the topology in G.
Let X denote the dual group of G, i.e. the group of characters of the group G. It is known
(see [1]) that under assumption imposed on G the group X is also a periodic locally compact
zero-dimensional abelian group (with respect to pointwise multiplication of characters) and we
can represent it as a sum of increasing sequence of subgroups:
· · · ⊃ Xn ⊃ · · · ⊃ X2 ⊃ X1 ⊃ X0 ⊃ X−1 ⊃ X−2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ X−n ⊃ · · · (4)
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for all g ∈ G (here and below (g,χ) denote the value of a character χ at a point g). For each
n ∈ Z the group Xn is the annulator of Gn, i.e.
Xn = G⊥n =
{
χ ∈ X: (g,χ) = 1 for all g ∈ Gn
}
.
The factor groups Xn+1/Xn = G⊥n+1/G⊥n and Gn/Gn+1 are isomorphic (see [1]). So the order
of Xn+1/Xn is pn+1 if n 0 and pn if n−1.
Picking up one character χn ∈ Xn\Xn−1 for each n ∈ N and χn ∈ Xn+1\Xn for each n ∈ −N
we can represent any element χ ∈ X in the form:
χ =
m(χ)∏
s=1
(χs )
bs
−1∏
s=−∞
(χs )
bs := [χ] · {χ} (5)
where 0 bs  ps − 1 for s ∈ Z \ {0}. We note that ∏−1s=−∞(g,χs )bs is convergent because for
a fixed g we get (g,χs ) = 1 for all s −s0(g) if g ∈ G−s0 . The product in (5) is convergent also
with respect to the topology in X given by the chain (4).
Now using the representation (3) and (5) we can map the groups G and X to the interval
[0,+∞) by mapping
ϕ(g) = x =
+∞∑
s=1
as
ms
+
−1∑
s=−r(g)
asms = {x} + [x] (6)
and
ψ(χ) = x′ =
−1∑
s=−∞
bs
ms
+
r(χ)∑
s=1
bsms = {x′} + [x′], (7)
where this time {a} is the fractional part of a and [a] the integer part of a. Note that preimage
of [x], under mapping ϕ, is [g] and the one of {x} is {g}. This justifies the notation in (3). In the
same way ψ([χ]) = [x′] and ψ({χ}) = {x′}.
In this way the subgroup Gn, n 0, is mapped onto the interval [0,1/mn] and the respective
cosets are mapped onto intervals [k/mn, (k + 1)/mn] with k = 0,1, . . . . We denote these cosets
by Gkn with G0n = Gn. In particular, for n = 0 we map G0 onto [0,1] and respective cosets onto
intervals [k, k+1]. In case n < 0 the group Gn is mapped onto interval [0,mn] and the respective
cosets Gkn are mapped onto intervals [kmn, (k + 1)mn].
Note that by this mapping we have introduced a certain ordering of factor group G/Gn for
each fixed n. We call all the above mentioned images of cosets the P-adic intervals. The set of
all P-adic intervals is denoted as IP .
In a similar way we can define P ′-adic intervals associated with the group X and the se-
quence P ′ (see (2)) and introduce the ordering of the family of cosets of the subgroup Xn,
denoting them by Xsn.
Note that the mappings (6) and (7) are one–one correspondences between the interval [0,+∞)
and the group G and X, respectively, up to a countable number of P-adic (respectively P ′-
adic) rational points, i.e. points t/mk (or t/m−k) with t, k = 0,1,2, . . . . Such a point x has two
preimages corresponding respectively to the finite and to the infinite expansion of x. As we shall
see below, countable sets can be ignored in our consideration here. So if we agree to use only
finite expansions for P-adic (and P ′-adic) rational points then the inverse mappings ϕ−1 and
ψ−1 make sense on [0,∞).
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the measure of any coset Gkn of Gn coincides with the length of the P-adic interval which is the
image of Gkn, i.e.
μG
(
Gkn
)= 1
mn
if n 0 and μG
(
Gkn
)= mn if n < 0.
In the same way we introduce a measure μX on X so that μX(X0) = 1 and
μX
(
Xsn
)= 1
mn
if n 0 and μX
(
Xsn
)= mn if n > 0.
We denote by RG the ring generated by the family of all cosets Gkn, n ∈ Z, k = 0,1,2, . . . ,
and byRP the ring generated by IP . Note that for each g ∈ G there exists a decreasing sequence
{Gk(n)n }n of cosets such that g ∈⋂n Gk(n)n . This sequence can be considered as a basis of differ-
entiation at a point g. Having a set function Φ :RG → C we can define its derivative at a point g,
with respect to this basis, as
DGΦ(g) := lim
n→+∞
Φ(G
k(n)
n )
μG(G
k(n)
n )
(8)
if this limit exists. We note that this derivative corresponds to the known P-adic derivative
(see [2]) which is defined for a function Ψ :RP → C as
DPΨ (x) := lim|I |→0
{
Ψ (I)
|I | : x ∈ I, I ∈ IP
}
.
The relation between this two notions of the derivative is given by the equality DGΦ(g) =
DPΨ (x), where x = ϕ(g) and Ψ (I) = Φ(ϕ−1(I )).
3. Henstock type integral on the group G
Now we introduce a Henstock type integral on compact subgroups of the considered groups
G and X. We can do it directly or using mappings (6) and (7). The direct definition would use a
basis of differentiation formed by all the cosets of all subgroups. It is more convenient however
to define this integral using mapping (6) or (7) and reducing the group setting to the one on the
real line.
Let E be a finite union of P-adic intervals, i.e. E ∈RP and let δ be a positive function on E
called a gauge.
We set βδ(E) = {(I, x) : I ∈ IP , x ∈ I ⊂ (x − δ(x), x + δ(x)), I ⊂ E} and we call the family
{βδ}δ , where δ runs over the set of all gauges on E, the P-adic basis on E. A finite subset π of
βδ(E), where for distinct elements (I ′, x′) and (I ′′, x′′) in π intervals I ′ and I ′′ are nonoverlap-
ping and
⋃
(I,x)∈π I = E, is called Pδ-partition of E. It is easy to check that for any set E ∈RP
and for any gauge δ on E there exists a Pδ-partition of E.
Definition 1. (See [2].) Let E ∈RP . A complex-valued function F on E is said to be integrable
with respect to the P-adic basis (or P-integrable) on E, with P-integral A if for every ε > 0,
there exists a gauge δ on E such that for any Pδ-partition π of E we have:∣∣∣∣
∑
(I,x)∈π
F (x)|I | − A
∣∣∣∣< ε.
We denote the integral value A by (P) ∫ F .
E
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considered group G.
Definition 2. Let E ∈ RP be the image of T ∈ RG under the mapping ϕ (see (6)). Then a
complex-valued function f on T is HG-integrable on T , with the value A, if the function F(x) =
f (ϕ−1(x)) is P-integrable on E with the value A, and we write (HG)
∫
T
f dμG = A.
Remark 3. We note that the above definition depends on the sequence P defined by the group G.
So if we consider a similar definition of the HX-integral on a subset of the group X, then we
should use the sequence P ′ defined by X and the respective P ′-integral.
Now the known properties of P-adic integral (see [2]) imply the respective properties of
HG-integral. In particular if a function f is HG-integrable on T then the indefinite HG-integral
Φ(K) = (HG)
∫
K
f is defined as an additive function on {K ∈RG: K ⊂ T } which is differen-
tiable in the sense of the definition given by (8), and
DGΦ(g) = f (g) a.e. on T . (9)
It is also easy to check that a function which is equal to zero almost everywhere on T ∈RG,
is HG-integrable to zero on T . This justifies the following extension of Definition 2 to the case
of functions defined only almost everywhere on T .
Definition 4. A complex-valued function f defined almost everywhere on E ∈RG is said to be
HG-integrable on E, with integral value A, if the function
f1(g) =
{
f (g) where f is defined,
0 otherwise
is HG-integrable on T to A in the sense of Definition 2.
Remark 5. It is easy to check that HG-integral is invariant under translation given by some
“integer part” [g] of some element g ∈ G.
4. An inversion formula for integral transform
Using representations (3) and (5) and the properties of a character χ we can write
(g,χ) = ({g}, [χ]) · ([g], [χ]) · ({g}, {χ}) · ([g], {χ}). (10)
Now we observe that:
(1) {g} ∈ G0 and {χ} ∈ X0 = G⊥0 . So ({g}, {χ}) = 1 and we can eliminate ({g}, {χ}) from rep-
resentation (10) getting
(g,χ) = ({g}, [χ]) · ([g], [χ]) · ([g], {χ}). (11)
(2) [χ] ∈ G⊥m(χ) where m(χ) is defined by (5) and [χ] G0 is a character of the subgroup G0.
(3) ([g], [χ]) is constant if g belongs to a fixed coset of G0 and χ belongs to a fixed coset of X0.
(4) Using the duality between G and X we can state that g represent a character of X and
similarly to property (2), [g]X0 is a character of X0. So ([g], {χ}) is a value of this character
at the point {χ}.
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of X0, we can represent (g,χ), up to a constant ([g], [χ]), as a product of ({g}, [χ]) considered
as a value of the character [χ] at {g}, and ([g], {χ}) considered as a value of the character [g]
at {χ}.
If [χ] ∈ Xs0, we denote [χ]G0 by hs . In the same way if [g] ∈ Gk0 we denote [g]X0 by h′k .
It can be easily checked that sequence {hs}∞s=0 includes all the characters of G0 and {h′k}∞k=0
includes all the characters of X0.
The sequence {hs} having been translated on [0,1] using the mapping (6), forms an orthonor-
mal system {ξs}, where ξs(x) = hs(ϕ−1(x)).
The following theorem is a particular case of the result proved in [6].
Theorem 6. Suppose that a series
∑
asξs with respect to above system {ξs} is convergent to a
function f everywhere on [0,1] except possibly a countable set. Then f is P-integrable on [0,1]
and
∑
anξn is the P-Fourier series of f .
We can reformulate this statement in terms of the system {hs} defined on a group.
Theorem 7. Let G0 be a compact abelian zero-dimensional group with second countability ax-
iom and let {hs}s be a system defined above. If a series ∑∞s=0 ashs is convergent to a function f
everywhere on G0 except possibly a countable set then f is HG0 -integrable on G0 and
∑
ashs
is the Fourier series of f in the sense of integral defined in Definition 4.
Suppose now that a complex-valued function f is HG-integrable on G0. Then the partial sums
Smn(f, g) of the HG-Fourier series of f with respect to the system {hs} can be represented by
formula
Smn(f, g) =
1
μG(Gkn)
(HG)
∫
Gkn
f,
where g ∈ Gkn. This formula can be easily proved by repeating the argument used in [1] for the
Lebesgue integrable functions. From this formula together with differentiability property of the
indefinite HG-integral (see (9)) it follows
Theorem 8. The partial sums Smn(f, g) of the HG-Fourier series of a HG-integrable on G0
function f are convergent to f almost everywhere on G0.
A continuum analog of the series
∑∞
s=0 ashs is the integral transform∫
X
a(χ)(g,χ)dμX
with appropriately defined improper integral on X. So the next theorem, which gives an inversion
formula for this transform, can be considered as a generalization of Theorem 7.
Theorem 9. Let the limit
lim
s→∞(HX)
∫
⋃s Xi
a(χ)(g,χ)dμXi=0 0
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a(χ) is locally HX-integrable. Then f is HG-integrable in the sense of Definition 4 on G−n for
each n and
a(χ) = lim
n→∞(HG)
∫
G−n
f (g)(g,χ) dμG a.e. on X.
Proof. Suppose that g ∈ Gk0. Then
f (g) = lim
s→∞(HX)
∫
⋃s
i=0 Xi0
a(χ)(g,χ)dμX
= lim
s→∞(HX)
∫
⋃s
i=0 Xi0
a(χ)
({g}, [χ]) · ([g], [χ]) · ([g], {χ})dμX
= lim
s→∞
s∑
i=0
(HX)
∫
Xi0
a(χ)
({g}, [χ]) · ([g], [χ]) · ([g], {χ})dμX
= lim
s→∞
s∑
i=0
hi
({g})(HX)
∫
Xi0
a(χ)
([g], [χ])h′k({χ})dμX. (12)
So if g ∈ Gk0, the function f (g) is the sum of series with respect to the system {hi} with the
coefficients
bi = (HX)
∫
Xi0
a(χ)
([g], [χ])h′k({χ})dμX
and this series is convergent everywhere on Gk0 except possibly a countable set. Then by The-
orem 7 the function p(t) = f ([g] + t) with t = {g} ∈ G0 is HG-integrable on G0 and coeffi-
cients bi are the HG-Fourier coefficients of p(t), i.e.
bi = (HX)
∫
Xi0
a(χ)
([g], [χ])h′k({χ})dμX = (HG)
∫
G0
p(t)hi(t) dμG
= (HG)
∫
Gk0
f (g)hi
({g})dμG (13)
(the last equality is justified by Remark 5). By observation (3), ([g], [χ]) is constant when g ∈ Gk0
and χ ∈ Xi0. Hence (13) implies
(HX)
∫
Xi0
a(χ)h′k
({χ})dμX = (HG)
∫
Gk0
f (g)
([g], [χ])hi({g})dμG. (14)
But for a fixed i, the value
(HX)
∫
Xi
a(χ)h′k
({χ})dμX0
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considered as a function of {χ} ∈ X0. Therefore Theorem 8 implies
m−n∑
k=0
(HX)
∫
Xi0
a(χ)h′k
({χ})dμX · h′k({χ})→ a(χ) a.e. on Xi0.
Then using (14) and (11) we get
lim
n→∞
m−n∑
k=0
(HX)
∫
Xi0
a(χ)h′k
({χ})dμX · h′k({χ})
= lim
n→∞
m−n∑
k=0
(HG)
∫
Gk0
f (g)
([g], [χ])hi({g})dμG · h′k({χ})
= lim
n→∞
m−n∑
k=0
(HG)
∫
Gk0
f (g)hi
({g})h′k({χ})([g], [χ])dμG
= lim
n→∞(HG)
∫
⋃m−n
k=0 G
k
0
f (g)
({g}, [χ])([g], {χ})([g], [χ])dμG
= lim
n→∞(HG)
∫
G−n
f (g)(g,χ) dμG = a(χ) a.e. on Xi0.
Having in mind that the last equality is true for any i we can write
lim
n→∞(HG)
∫
G−n
f (g)(g,χ) dμG = a(χ) a.e. on X.
This completes the proof. 
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